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State President’s Email to Branches 9 April 2020
Good Morning Members
I hope you are enjoying, and learning from,
the emails from branches
Kind Regards
Marion
Dear Marion
The President has initiated a "What I'm Doing Now" chat amongst members.
We send emails about what activities we are doing, including gardening, crafts, cooking, what books we are
reading and how we are coping in general.
The ladies who don't have email have been invited to write letters to the President and she will then scan
these letters and email them to the group. I have been doing a cut and paste of the emails and posting them
out once a week to the "snail mail" group.
This way all of our lovely ladies are kept in the loop.
She and I are also staying in contact by phone with the members who are on their own or may not have the
family support that will help them during this difficult time.
We are also in the process of setting up a remote group activity, possibly making Hot Cross Buns, as this
was what we had planned to do at our April meeting. We are still working out the best way to make sure all
members who wish to participate can do so.
Hello
Thanks for your email, so far we are mostly keeping in contact as a branch through email and phone calls.
Hi Marion
As a Branch we are still communicating by email.
Hi Marion
We are all in constant contact with each other through group messenger so no one misses out on anything.
We are going to try a group facetime at our next scheduled meeting - fingers crossed technology is on our
side.
Take care during this time.
Hi Marion
As President, I chose to ‘pull the plug’ on both our craft and general meetings in March.
Our craft convenor has come up with the brilliant idea of doing craft, beginning with the letters C, W and A,
during our, very necessary isolation. When we eventually get back to our craft days what we have created,
will be our ‘show and tell’ part of the morning. We have a telephone tree, so every branch member has been
made aware of our intentions and was accepted, with enthusiasm by most.
Hi Marion
Just a quick email to let you know we have a Facebook page to keep in touch with members and the
Community. We have started with members send in cooking recipes to try, craft and instructions and any
news on what we are up to at home to assist. Our local Community Hub that we usually send information
through has unfortunately been put on hold so we are using our own Facebook page. This is open to all and
our group.
Thank you Marion
It is really lovely to have the care and thoughts you are sending to CWA members
Dear Marion
When we received your email that State Conference was cancelled I set up a roster with 7 of our members
having to keep in touch with three or four members at least once a week to make sure that they are firstly ok

and also to find out if they have any needs, etc. Fortunately our Branch is a very caring Branch and as many
of our members are in their 80's or 90's, and live on their own, they tend to keep in touch with each other
between meetings. The place where we meet is closed indefinitely so we felt this was the best way to keep
the Branch informed of emails, letters, etc. from Head Office as well as keep a check on our members. Once
we can get together again we will certainly will be able to hold our meetings, even if it is at a local
restaurant or cafe.
Hello Marion
Thank you for email to our branch and what a wonderful idea for letter writing. It is something we have
nearly forgotten in our modern world of technology. It is so pleasing to receive a hand written letter in the
mail and I treasure those letters, especially from my late Mother. Our hand writing has changed so
dramatically since we learnt how to write so perfectly in early days of schooling. Life is so busy now
somehow and to sit down and write a letter to someone special is almost forgotten. So we have time now to
do this in our time at home in self isolation. Lets do it and write to someone special while we have lots of
time on our hands.
Hi Marion
The Branch acknowledges receipt of your letter. We thank you for your wonderful work and commitment to
C.W.A especially in this challenging environment.
Some of our members met with our sister branch just before the social distancing rule come into play so they
were lucky to get that outing in.
I am sure once this drama is over, branches and groups will come back stronger than ever.
There has to be some benefits of being in self isolation and that is to do lots of craft without feeling guilty.
Keep safe and stay at home.
Hi Marion
I hope you are safe and well.
All our events have been postpone, however what we have done is we set up Zoom and every week we all
try to get onto it and have a quick catch up to make sure we all are well and for those who do not have that
option, I am calling them.
Many of our members are crafting and staying safe.
One of our projects is that we supply Mastectomy packages, which consist of Cushion, Drainage Bag, small
poem and either a crochet heart or a cross stitch pot-pouri pouch. We supply them to five hospitals, and we
have to date since last year have given out over 250 packages. These are given to ladies who have had breast
cancer.
At the Hospital they give out 20 packages alone each month, such alarming figures. The emails I have
received from some of the patients who have received one of the packages absolutely warms my heart to
know that we are making that small difference to these ladies lives who are going thru a terrible time.
Dear Marion
The branch were going to do this activity (Women Walk the World) on Thursday 9th April, and as an
alternative I have given them a finger/eye walk with a list of questions for various landmarks and places
around the world (including Botswana) to find. Perhaps other groups may also find this alternative activity
to their liking.

PS: Here are two patterns for socks from Ms Robyn Cumming, a friend of Mr Peck.
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